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ABSTRACT

Human communities, the role of literature in great literature and to our elders, as well as in the form of its valuable monuments, their perspectives about various topics of expression. one of the topics that our literature the importance of elders in terms of frequency and time in his works, the question of the rights of children have attention on the finer points of expression and parental and informative about this point. Onsorolmaali is also in the Qaboos Nameh, the beauty of the enumerated tasks. In this study, the most important assignments of parents against children, she has been reviewed. This review was clear that one of the most fundamental rights of children, the principle of proper civility is the basic parenting topics, so he, including the expression of religious civility, moral, social, and civility practices and physical punishment.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most important categories in each community, individual and social rights and specifies the obligation to adhere to and do it. In the religion of Islam as well as the rights of all people in the community to clearly and explicitly expressed and observe these rights is obligatory on every individual. Parents and children of the Islamic society that played a major role in social work the crowds; so for these two groups, specified that the elders of our legal literature in the works of his valuable and fruitful to the beauty of their take action words.

He is also to pay attention to this important and brief, but important issue, though, their religious views on rights of expression. The important tasks of training and the most important is the right of parents. He stated in the important points in your training, civility and on the role of civility, he insists. The pattern of civility tasks of religious civility, as well as widely expressed. With the knowledge of this fact, addressed to your child's civility children's issues Curlew duty a father and it's indisputable right knows, so he serves as the ring connection of family and society, plays an important role in the training and establishment of the grounds for the acquisition of social skills, as well as the other pillar of the mother and family play an important role in training and in addition to the vast influence that it has in terms of inheritance, in terms of their environmental impact, as well as the role of Effectively. In the perspective of civility, upbringing, there are differences with the girls, boys, that this first review a variety of training and civility practices then about both.
HISTORY OF RESEARCH

Due to the importance of civility, an abundance of research in this field and to do civility issues in its various dimensions, such as reviews in a variety of religious civility, research, social, moral and physical, is another case. "As an example of the religious civility of children can be" human "and" take pen and rights of parents and children of cross-assignments of Islam "to attempt" and "the roles of players in civility Bijani, Mehdi the son of Ali, Hemmat Benari, learn. But civility issues in only one study, titled "civility in the Qaboos Nameh", sponsored by Ali you finished this research, with a view to the overall question of the author's attention to civility issues and in General about three things of life, worship and recreational activities and civility issues summary and tasteful and not parental rights. But the new study to look at the question of parental civility tips and training assignments in four principle of moral civility, religious civility, physical civility and social civility, reviews and comments about differences in male and female civility type attention that none of the research has been carried out, these issues have not yet been reviewed.

CIVILITY AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN CHILDHOOD (PARENTING)

Training is one of the stages of the different schools and religions topics throughout the ages and ages. Kurdish meaning civility and learning. "Condition of the realization of the civility awareness, intelligence and detection is the recipient of the civility" (Abrahimzadeh, 2005: 290). The word root "Robou" civility and Bob Tafeel. At the root, and means of increasing is getting. "Bred in the term also consists of choosing the proper behavior and speech, the creation of the necessary conditions and factors and help the person to train talents for the improvement of civility at all and flourish" (Akhavi, 2011: 53). "So the concept of training according to its root causes, deepened and meant to provide civility" (Bagheri, 1384: 165).

Childcare is an important member of the family and as a society, is of great import, bliss and happiness in such a way that a community depends on proper training and civility. On the importance of this issue, the same expression that in fourteen centuries ago in the dark times of ignorance, and ignorance of the Hejaz, dear prophet of Islam, Hazrat Mohammad (PBUH), the value and the importance of nurturing a child enough attention and this is about all of the duties of parents.

Although it is possible a person's civility, in different courses of life is possible, but the value and importance of childhood civility with other courses not comparable life. In this era of body and John child, to accept any training. Imam Ali (A.S) in anecdotal reports: "The heart of the child such as empty ground which each accept a seed in it, then pour it" (NAHJ e 31). So the elders of our most important principles stated in the religious upbringing and the way of providing healthy civility practices, guidelines of literature have express. Also with regard to the issue of the need for religious and civility assignments to the expression by the ignorant parents.

He diligently, her son, about the importance of the rights of children of the curlew on the most important and parents are aware of the right to civility in a healthy upbringing. He had his civility in the form of speech principles simple and beautiful expression and with honesty and intimacy of your special memories of your life, and fathers also puts civility pattern and stating the necessity is discussed, it is the resort. In the speech he is bred to a variety of different dimensions and have bred social, moral, religious and physically cannot be split. He practices in a variety of civility about boys and girls also teaches your child.
MORAL CIVILITY

"Moral civility is to provide off the field, to find the reality of human nature, to find goodness and ethical conscience person coming to work, so that he could rely on their innate within the bounds of what virtue is goodness, and discover what it is to remove the bad and evil" (Akhavi, 2011: 49). The moral civility in the field of business so and goodness and badness are made. In a speech, ethics training Process is to flourish and provide off the field acquisition of in person.

Moral civility base of basic individual and social Bliss he and religious elders in the narrative emphasizes the importance of this is confirmed. Prophet (PBUH) stated: "the Lord's mercy on the father who in the way of goodness and charity to help your child when his childhood friend and childhood, he was polite and universe" (Ramezani, 2012: 1).

In the field of moral civility, because of their experience, knowledgeable expert in the curlew puts emphasis on the implementation of them. This type of civility in the perspective of Onsorolmaali, so the necessity that the first kind of order is that the moral civility. That is one of the dimensions of a person's personality makes a variety of elements, the various practices and applicable.

SELECT THE NAME NICE

The naming of one of the basic foundations of civility is an abundance of narratives have stressed the importance of this, the Prophet has said: "there is a duty of every father, beautiful name for his son and other anecdotal" selection: "the child is father of the first three on the right, the good name they choose, second reading and writing to learn, her third husband Bill is on the good wife," and "choose the name because it is in your judgment with the same names for the contact" (Power, 1995: 38). Imam Musa Kazem (PBUH) also States: "it is for the first of his father's goodness is the name of the beautiful." Imam Ali (A.S.) also States: "the right of the child to his father is named nice for her and teach in training and her towards diligent Koran" (Ali Ben ABI Taleb, 1274: 2001).

The first and most important right is one of the rights for which he named nice, "With beautiful and mean, because the name of the man in the spirit he laid him to influence the content and gives it the name theme" (Take, 2002: 14). Select name, a big social impact as well, and parents with this selection, your child, to join the group that is acceptable.

With awareness of the important and far-reaching impact of this on social and individual life encounters, the first name of the child, in the right obligatory nice on giving, he knows. This principle in their advisory signs from a very important religious necessity and choice of the basic rights of the child name nice knows: "If a boy comes first a boy, something that should be pinned up her shapely" (Onsorolmaali, 2008: 147). Although this article focuses on the transmission of the name nice, basic rights, and the first to adopt the name in question as the civility, but elsewhere in the other perspectives are also States: "and now the name of the mother and father do that story dominated by that name does; its name is that you've got to be pinned on art" (The same, p: 29). In this speech, he makes the child aware that its name not only to the content and meaning of various arts, with actual business name of your practice. It's where nick name selection for children, affecting his psyche and can earn the scholar in his goodness so in his moral civility.
A WISE AND GENTLE NURSE

"The mother of another of the pillars of civility in the family and in addition to the impact of environmental impact, in terms of their inheritance also has a decisive role in civility" (Benari, 2000:39). The role of the mother of the child, civility is essential at all stages, either in utero or during the milk he not survive infancy on the endless influence child spirit. Effect of frequency on the object during the neonatal and John's son, the child of the lion enjoyed eating with emotions, so motherly duties and the duty nurse if they have valuable traits of Nick and ethics.

The importance of choosing the right nurse for breastfeeding, in words of Hazrat Ali (A.S) stated: "as well as for marriage spouse choose to nurse to choose breastfeeding because they're natures changes the milk" (Bijani 2008:92). This is an important question of principle in moral civility, and from the perspective of bends and left in the round, baby nurse, clement escrow, wise and knowing insistence And it is the second civility advice "puts her second to the Saints wise and merciful, remembers" (The same:147). In this speech, the importance of the role of the nurse and mother in the moral civility, as well as obvious. Where the role of 伊朗 and the mother as coach, has always been the religion and literature of the elders, so have the emphasis with Nick nurse. Among these being kindly and wise, too other attributes in the spotlight.

NAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE

Good ethics, including civility rights. Hazrat Imam Sajjad (A.S) meanwhile has said the rights of the child: the father in a Government that is responsible for the child, that the child with courtesy and good breeding ethics and him to God Almighty. "Hazrat Ali (A.S) "Stated in the literature, and parenthood courses" (Bijani 2008:97).

In reference to the literature and culture of moral civility to emphasize its importance in the interpretation of literature and culture, learn the bread to the importance and value of these two elements reminds: "the civility and culture and literature to learn child know. Even though it was a bad day, you know, child paternity instead of feeds and Macon's fault, he learned the politeness into (same). He was originally the father is obliged to study literature and culture courses and then learn the literature provided introduces paternity and it gives superior culture, so there is a duty of every father circumstances although a bad child, he should be courteous.

THE BEST HERITAGE, ART AND CULTURE

The best gift that a father could affect their place, art and culture: art and culture, "you make your legacy and to his right, he has ended up don't let the children especially to the people of art and literature and culture” (The same, p: 151). Earlier in the speech Onsorolmaali, the most important tasks of the father of experimental literature knows; but in this speech, culture and art, the best legacy of the father of the title, and the rights can be achieved when culture and art, to be learned, but he went on the top floor of the children's community features and learn that the Princes of art, literature and culture.

THE MOST BASIC DUTY THE FATHER, LEARN THE GRACE AND ART

The father compassionate and knows the virtues of all the arts, and to your child should accompany him in this way: "so should be that whatever is worthy of learning the art of grace and learn all the right to paternity and paternity revelation yet to be brought into place” (The same). He learned all the valuable human knows and believes that at any stage of life, there is a need for this addicted. Civility messages, to apply an interpretation of art, heritage and art of bread
constantly stressed the importance of the arts and learning it from important basic functions and the father.

**RELIGIOUS CIVILITY**

"Religious civility in its specific meaning, that is, the deliberate actions and measures and regular collection of civility to strengthen the faith and bound off trainers beliefs, tenets and norms, religious orders" (Alhodar, 2011: 129). Religious civility is essential for the child. "The aim of religious civility, the creation of a link between the child and God is so incorrect wishes hereby to be able to harness the divine life and color, and his life based on the provisions of the plan of God rests" (Borji, 2010: 198). Faith in civility, religious civility and included in childhood, parental rights on one of the most important. Hazrat Imam Sajjad (A.S) has said about this: "Introduction to Islamic sciences such as judgments, opinions and other sciences and learn the Qur'an and other books, including the rights of the child that the parents need to rise" (quoting Bijani 2008:97). Hazrat Ali (A.S) as well as on the importance of this is: "the right of the child to parents is that his name and literature to learn the Koran to him and nice” (The same).

Learning of religious necessity, must start from the warm family and in this way, parents as patterns of behavior, great impact on the place. In the second stage, coaches are religious who can learn the customs of the religious scholar. Attention to this type of training and in homework and tasks among the parents.

**LEARNING RELIGIOUS SCIENCES AND QUR'ANIC**

At the beginning of his sermons that the civility tips, importance to the problem of learning the Koran and gives a variety of civility and training of the child, the other of Premier of the Koran knows and believes that the child must safeguard civility perspective Quran. This represents the importance of the Knowledge of the Qur'an and in the midst of the child at the time and should be remembered, though the child before learning any science book is familiar with heavenly Holy Quran: "and yet to be has her Quran keeper" (Onsorolmaali, 2008: 147).

In the traditions of the Holy Quran, as one of the duties of parents in civility. On the same basis of Imam Ali (A.S) is a teacher, "reorganized" to accommodate the mouth of tender years had learned to master, gave him jewelry. Imam Hasan Askari (A.S) as well as in the story, I teach the Koran constitutes the greater part of parental letters apply. "This is the order of the recitation of the Qur'an is in the early stages of integrating the concepts of heavenly virtue, it has a child with the spirit and the mind and thought he was the divine Qur'anic and returns and guarantee of social and ethical deviations against the inner to give him.” (Bostan, 2002: 95).

**RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS**

Of the most important customs and traditions that in the speech and behavior of the Prophet (saw) and imams on circumcision, it stressed, as well as to perform religious rituals and traditions such as the circumcision of boys matter, such that its first civility advice to his son: "this question is visible and the tradition of the time, Saint Kenny and his overwhelming joy to you in” (Onsorolmaali, 147: 2008). This question before are advised to study the Quran has expressed and represents that it is it in stages, on the implementation by very religious customs.

**SOCIAL CIVILITY**

"A variety of effects and aspects of civility have, which is one of the most important of them, social civility, because the nature of the creation of man is such that there is a tendency to live with others and the evolution of his
character, his presence in the community is dependent" (Ramezani, 2012: 3). A very important dimension of social civility training in the civility system in Islam. "The purpose of social civility, the civility aspects of the human character that is related to her life in the midst of society, to their rights and responsibilities thereby than to recognize their type and the optimum for doing it resurrection." (2007: Marzuki, 167). So the goal of social civility is that the child is to live with others in the community. This is preparing the vast expanse of the activity of the parents and the educators.

**THE ACQUISITION OF SOCIAL SKILLS (LEARNING THE CRAFT AND CAREER)**

Man is a social being and he laid in the context of his creation and is a must for getting into the social life of the preparation, so that any practical person, prepare to participate in the community, such as the social upbringing. Learn the craft and the job is one of the social civility practices is that the person is ready to enter the social life.

It is also important on this emphasis and believes that parents need to teach your child social jobs there. Choosing a career and earn social skills in the era of the author is the owner of thought, based on social issues, has been: "when people are bigger, if you learn his craft subjects and if people don't provide weapons to the weapons teacher to learn riding and weapons used salt" (Onsorolmaali, 2008: 147).

Son of a peasant, you need to learn your craft and befitting the social class, your child must be on this Trooper jobs worked; so learn the basic functions of the job, the other a successful and compassionate father, of course, learn crafts and social jobs of the great children's crafts and peasant-craft only need to learn shooting, swimming and they fight "And because of that, you'll need to learn a weapon placement of the child taught swimming" (The same).

**OTHER ART AND CRAFT (PUBLIC CHILDCARE)**

Civility perspectives; childcare Commons "and completely different properties and children of the public heritage of craft. Although it is not a kid craft noble, other art and craft. But the truth is the greatest art craft near me a set and if you guys don't know a hundred children especially not to earn all of the craft is an art and art one day the Tiger comes "(The same, p.: 152). Social learning and addressing it, the jobs that more children into classes of the society and the art of learning what's special is that this m. on noble. Community at that time. He went on to admit that day arts crafts and if they learn it better noble, but should not be the task of social jobs to enter, because they are something else.

**THE PRACTICES OF SOCIAL CIVILITY**

In social civility, and a variety of practices to be used, most notably the way of encouragement and punishment, modeled and drawing courses. In the words of the civility methods applied to it.

**DISCIPLINE CHILD**

"Punishment is meant to awaken, inform, notify build and encourage politeness and meant to bring passion and willing to make” (Amid, 1980). How to get to work and encourage the Customs punishment is deterrence and to flourish for the arousal of human talents to absolute perfection for the discipline and method encourage Islam in a way that is accepted because in Islam, goodness and evil are not identical. Imam Ali (A.S) also has said about this Indeed, “The Lord stood upon the Almighty bonus on the disobedience. So the servants of doom for her and inspire to paradise "(NAHJ, wisdom 368). To encourage discipline and there are several instances in which the Quran is a must as well: "Including emotional attention, encourage linguistic, physical punishment, reward and reproof. Therefore two ways of punishing
training and encouragement for children” (Henry, 2012: 11).

In fact, the application of physical principles and practices in the civility and upbringing of the child, "and called her in any scientific study that if teachers instruct any of his compassion, do not throw myrrh, let the child to throw science and literature and the arts to teach not to stick their copyright" (Onsorolmaali, 2008: 147). On this basis, he gives permission, the teacher who forcefully, forcing him to learn. He is teaching her child is subject to the punishment of the teacher. Not only the physical punishment in civility and training is an essential and obligatory issues and emphasizes the importance of the it, but also in civility issues as well as punishing the child teacher recommends: "but if you're naughty and he is in his own hands, to show anger no to beat, her literature teachers and their responsible let" (The same). In this view, firstly, physical punishment in the home is essential to child civility, the second is assigned to the child's teacher should be punished.

REVERENCE RATHER THAN PUNISHING

One of the innate capital that in every human instinct to deposit has been established, "the love of sports. The instinct is an important force in the essence of the love of the child, which if not properly led, is the source of happiness and the happiness of the child. One of the ways, the essence of the love of friendship, respect for children and pay attention to the essence of the love of them. A child that enough in a spirit of reverence for the family to be healthy, natural and psychological, so respecting the child and his parents to socialize with Hassan, one of the most basic factors create a child's character. Respect for the spirit of the character, self-confidence and confidence in the existence of the child and strengthen a healthy upbringing and development of the field he provides it (Nasaji, 2008: 448). Scientific and religious teachings, as well as the parents should know to respect their children's character (The same, p: 98). Prophet (PBUH) has said about this: "put you are respected and in the literature and try training" (Bijani 2008:100). Due to the contents, method of physical punishment that is located in the spotlight, should be wary and consider the impact of its abuse.

AFFECTION, NOT FEAR

One of the best ways to nurture children's emotions, to express the correct seal and affection towards them. Compassion is the best mental food baby. A child who has parents in childhood, of affection, emotionally happy and jolly and in psychological, not exclusion and feeling involved not inner ganglia (same). Civility experts believe, entitlement, violence, addiction, depression, despair and."The result is often the source of humiliation that there's a shortage of affection" (Amini, 1993: 197).

"From the perspective of Islam, and the exchange of affection Use parental controls, you must use the basic childhood plan” (Alhdar, 2011: 140). In the affection of the elders also hosted children recommended. Imam Sadiq (A.S) has said about this: "a man who is very loving towards her children, grace and mercy for God's special is great" (Bijani 2008:101). The Prophet is also the necessity to express the loving parents stated your child: "you must abide by the elders and adults you are merciful towards minors, as they do not Jaheleyat of course ' the religion of God consciousness, and not in the Android" (The same, p: 97).

Parental affection should be kind of look, caress, t. and tracks can be remarks by. Dear prophet of Islam, on the same basis (PBUH) has said: "A loving look at the father of the child is considered worship." But remember, your civility and speech, believes that children must be constantly compared to their parents and be especially fearful father: "he will
always be patient until you have nothing and you're fearful of constant Eater" (Onsorolmaali, 2008: 150). There are two points in this speech, firstly patiently and parental patience, certain essential principles of civility and has been considered, but in the second speech, to the point that the child should have his father's fears, if the necessity of religious and educative, loving towards children to replace the fear and anxiety, and on the establishment of the interaction along with love and affection and insistence of the seals in the correct spirit child civility Home Important to know. This issue is important to civility, from the perspective of Onsorolmaali round, he brought the girl to pity and sympathy element, but its positive kind affection that we have religious elders that his negligence case, the order is located.

**COMPLETE DRAWING METHOD**

"The word to remember, remember that it is meant to be achieved in others" (Amid, 1980), remember that learning is training one to lead the State's vision gets the edification. "Dealing with matters arising for human beings in appearance and comes to esoteric knowledge leads" (Henry, 2012: 7). One of the ways to remember learning, thinking and trainers in the tales of the ancients. Parents can nurture children's social learning method to remember the abundant interest. "It can be a variety of activities within the framework of this method including storytelling bring into force" (same, p. 10). Civility issues in this manner is stated in the comments and stories of your life and expression with the ancients and other Kings is trying to make him of the importance of the aware study edification. "When the swimming and the necessity of civility about the importance of learning to speak it, a memory that moved on a trip to Baghdad, his ship is sinking and they are because it is with the rest of the swimming, rescue the dogma. He expressed the necessity of learning the social story with jobs where the fable, go on a trip to Rome, to meet their basic needs, are forced to operate in a forging shop and gets to the necessity of following the craft business. With these memories and informative narration, remember their advisory signs and more attractive, and the audience to remember learning from these events.

**PHYSICAL CIVILITY (BEST ART)**

**SPORTS AND COMBAT TECHNIQUES**

Children's physical growth by providing material goods is possible. In Islamic teachings, much of the importance of physical civility. Physical civility and fitness to note the person tries, the person taking advantage of his favorable physical forces, assist and provide an opportunity to children to have physical activity, hence, the issue of sports and strengthening of the object of interest. The sports that stressed in Islam, in addition to the physical and mental enhancement benefits, other benefits include excellent applications for events and life event, such as war or drowning and the like. Rodeo, shooting and swimming in Islam, is an important exercise that it suggested. Imam Ali (A.S) in the spoken to the fathers of their children "says swimming and shooting pals."(Bijani 2008:94).

The best swimming in art civility, learn about, and her father's speech to express you must invoke it when his father learned to display addressed to the father, a teacher, said: "this is my child, what is taught and learned in a good but not the best to learn art. ...However, except for the swim he somebody fails"(Onsorolmaali, 2008: 148). Continue on with the memory of the expression on the Tigris he's going and he was able to save himself by swimming fan, tries to make contact at the reception with this important.

**GIRLS CIVILITY PRACTICES**

When the speak child upbringing in Bob says, in the first speech, the importance of male sex in their culture and
society to be reminded: "If a boy comes out the first thing that a boy should have pinned on him to name" (The same). But this is a good name, and it is the only Word for the boy from the girl in the middle. Other civility tips on the expression and the difference is more visible. He is learning the art, literature and culture to assume their happiness, and boys in these values is introduced, but it is stated in the civility literature, civility and girls tips culture can be noted: "If the girl he is chaste and attaining a good nanny when the big ten to prayer and fasting to the teacher and to learn what is Sharia (The same)

**CHOOSE THE CHASTE NURSE**

Selection criteria in the upbringing of the boy, nanny, sanity and kindness is a nurse, but it's about a girl, the emphasis on being a nurse and Minister for girl's civility, the chaste nurse suggests: "If the girl he is chaste and nice to the saints for fish" (Onsorolmaali, 2008: 153). Several of the traits that a nurse should know are adorned with piety, only being in the spotlight.

**PITY AND COMPASSION IN THE FACE OF GIRLS**

He is in the role of a father, the girl child and the hapless and helpless pity and sympathy than voting to order in advance and getting him through the compassion and mercy "but suggesting to you so long as he is in the House to be blessing the girls captured the mother and father. The poor girl was in a significant way, he leaves his job and his build and in his neck left of sorrows who now stand "(The same, p: 154). According to the girl's emotions and feelings more than boys, parents should take them off in the front while the affection. Prophet (PBUH) about this: "whenever a gifts into the House, the first of the girls to start" (Bijani 2008:102).

**KNOWLEDGE OF THE SHARIA (RELIGIOUS CIVILITY)**

Only learning it in the scientific community, and it is obligatory for the daughter, Sharia and religious necessity only, girls are taught: "And because the big ten to prayer and fasting to the teacher and to learn what is Sharia" (Onsorolmaali, 2008: 154). This is a guy who, a symbol of dignity and pride of family and have all the science and arts and social skills to learn com issue.

**CONCLUSIONS**

He was a writer in the age as all the necessary tips and between individual life and social issues to the exact point of view, and no he is not hidden. He stated in his civility issues as well as children, are obliged to express civility tips, and raised issues about this. In response, a variety of civility, social, moral, religious civility and physical attention and learning and civility practices to remember this fact as well. He stated in a variety of detailed tips, and has raised important issues, including the boys and girls in civility, the difference can be discriminate and borders that represent his vision of civility and expressed the position of the two in her era.

He was initially civility tips necessary for the boy and the choice of the name nice and beautiful, wise and knowledgeable and compassionate nurse adopt, essential. In various science and technology civility, and gives the son the superiority in this field to learn the Qoran and keep it very important to study literature and arts and culture and is also worthy of note. Martial techniques and training, as well as other knowledge that the boy must learn. Career and vocational skills acquisition, lower children's crafts and peasant society, but Princes also can learn it as an art.
In the girls’ civility, should only be borne in her chaste nursing and then chose him to religious teacher of prayer, fasting and the Sharia, to teach him. So girl, only needs to be chaste and religious teacher is a nurse, but a guy can be a successful masters, in the field of sport, cultural and diverse literary use in all areas, providing growth and advancement for conditions, in the event that the daughter of the lowest social facilities and worthy of pity and compassion parents and family in social activities and cannot be imported.
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